Abstract

Data driven approach is basically used to minimize the time taken for executing the operation of the system. In this we decide standard format of the data which makes decision of the valuable asset and processes and it may use multiple times to incorporate result from those data. The proposed system is not that much focus on data intelligent and data driven. GPTP means “global professional tax positioning”. In this, collect data from the form which are generalized, and put as an input and get desire output from this data. Here we are using JSON format which allows us to travel all of our data in whole request with the same format. In current system we are using different data formats for front end operations and for back end operations. So whenever request comes for proceeding the system needs to convert those data into one particular format then process those in front end then request for the operation takes place which need extra conversion of data. There are not enough tools to make UX maintenance and improvement affordable for small/medium companies, mainly to learn from the feedback of their users and try different ideas. Current system gives a less accuracy and reusability. Also it takes more time to give expected output.
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